18 + 2 + 4 removed Bliss-characters and Bliss-words – and BCI-AV numbers – due to discovered duplication of symbols:

- male_(gender) 15415 removed. - identical with: activity,action,act,deed 12335
- white_(ckb) 18243 removed - identical with: yellow_(bci) 18291
- police_force 21114 removed - identical with: family_(group) 14146 changed to: police_force 14146
- racquet_sports 21802 removed - identical with: tennis_(sport) 20602
- seat,person_(sitting) 22838 removed - identical with: person_(sitting) 16165
- badness 22902 removed - identical with: dislike 13691
- prosecute-(to) 23174 removed - identical with: accuse_(legal),charge,prosecute-(to) 23004
- prosecution 23175 removed - identical with: accusation_(legal),charge,prosecution 23002
- clam 23442 removed - identical with: oyster,clam 15952
- religion_(science_of),theology 23633 removed - identical with: religion_(study_of) 23190
- care 24045 removed - identical with: defence 23056
- town_district 24313 removed - identical with: district,neighbourhood_(town) 23848
- needy 24490 removed - identical with: necessary,necessarily 15698
- bedpan,chamber_pot 24609 removed - identical with: bladder 12853
- stop,platform_(vehicle) 24858 removed - identical with: stop_(vehicle) 24290
- overspend,buy_over_budget-(to) 24707 - updated to a new Bliss-word – Oslo 2011

2012-04-21:

- involvement 24174 removed - identical with: participation,involvement 23919
- harmonious 24907 removed - identical with: agreed,in_agreement 24808

2012-08-25:

- 4 gloss amendments from Oslo had resulted in symbol duplications, and thus the following new Oslo additions have been removed again:
- difference 25284 (same as different,other,difference 13675)
- equality 25294 (same as same,equal,equality 16713)
- press,pressing 25361 (same as bump 24422)
- wreck,wreckage_(building) 25403 (same as ruin 23641)
82 + 2 + 11 added Bliss-characters and Bliss-words – derived from previously existing ones – usually added base characters and noun forms:

35 of these - marked with yellow - are Bliss-characters that haven't had a separate representation and BCI-AV number before. Most of them – all but half,one-half 24906 and quarter,one_quarter 24932 - are part of Bliss-words in combination with other Bliss-charaters, indicators etc..

advocacy 24871
advocacy,representation_(legal) 24872
band,orchestra 24873
be_named,be-called-(to) 24874
bigness,largeness 24875
board_and_lodging,room_and_board 24876
build,construct-(to) 24877
clearness,clarity,transparency,transparence 24878
comparative_more 24879
clearness,clarity,transparency,transparence 24878
consideration,thoughtfulness 24880
continuance,continuation 24881
crown_(currency) 24882
deletion,cancellation,destruction 24883
difficulty 24884
disgust 24885
disgusting_(general) 24886
dispersion,dissemination,scattering,spread,spreading 24887
divided 24888
earmuff(s) 24889  → earmuffs_(general) 24889
ease,easiness,simplicity 24890
emptying,voidance,evacuation 24891
eternity,infinity 24892
experiment 24893
fall,drop,spill,tumble 24894
fantasy,phantasy,imagination,illusion 24895
farness,remoteness,farawayness 24896
filling,fill,fullness 24897
fixing,fix,mending,mend,repair,repairation 24898
forgetting,amnesia 24899
fountain 24900
gallop 24901
geographer 24902
giving,gift 24903
grid,matrix 24904
growth,growing 24905
half,one-half 24906
harmonious 24907  - Duplicate of agreed,in_agreement 24808  - removed 2012-04-21
hate,hatred 24908
height,tallness 24909
heterosexual 24910
hitchrack,hitching_bar 24911
holding 24912
importance,significance 24913
indoor,indoors 24914
infiniteness,boundlessness,limitlessness 24915
interest 24916
littleness,smallness 24917
lowness,shortness_(height) 24918
malodor,malodour,stench 24919
medicine,medical_practice 24920
next_month 24921
noise_(loud) 24922
oere_(currency) 24923

oval,elliptic,elliptical 24924
ownership,possession 24925
permission,allowance 24926
persuasion 24927
physicist 24928

preparation,readying,readiness,preparedness 24929
promise 24930
protected,sheltered 24931
quarter,one_quarter 24932
reading 24933

repetition,copying,duplication,replication 24934
research-(to) 24935
riding,horseback_riding 24936
selfishness,egoism 24937
shortness_(distance,length) 24938

sport_(class) 24939
spray,vaporization 24940
strength 24941
stress 24942
stress-(to) 24943

superlative_most 24944
supernatural 24945
sweetness,sweet 24946
swimming,swim 24947
this_month 24948

wakefulness,alertness 24949
vomiting,vomit,puking 24950
slang 24961
course_slang 24962

2012-04-21:
aport 24963 (descriptive form of port_(boat) 24712)
astarboard 24964 (descriptive form of starboard 24760)

2013-01-20:
hunt,hunting 24965 (noun form of hunt-(to) 23537)
church_ruin,temple_ruin,wreck,wreckage_(church,temple,mosque) 24966
army,regular_army,ground_forces 24967 (military + ground)
Note: The latter takes over the meaning of previous army 12579, which is changed to military,armed_forces,armed_services 12579 (see below).

2013-03-30:
destroyed,ruined,demolished,deleted,erased,cancelled 24968
artillery 25418
German_(class) 25419

Romanian_(class) 25420
Romanian_(language) 25421
armoured_force,tank_force 25422
Thai_(class) 25423
Thai_(language) 25424
77 + 2 + 3 corrections of Blissymbols – incorrectly drawn, kerning adjustments etc:

- advice, counsel, recommendation 12345 – kerning done
- advise, counsel, recommend-(to) 12346 – kerning done
- artificial_respiration 12584 – kerning done
- give_artificial_respiration, resuscitate, revive-(to) 12585 – kerning done
- beach_tennis_(activity) 12641 – kerning error corrected
- clean-(to) 13357 – unnecessary comma removed
- cloudy 13368 – fault corrected
- cookie, biscuit 13409 – faulty Bliss-character spacing (in 'disk') corrected
- counsellor, adviser 13421 – kerning done
- deep-fry-(to) 13653 – faulty food character corrected
- draw, sketch-(to) 13873 – faulty horizontal placement of indicator corrected
- duck_(food) 13889 – faulty spacing corrected
- Elul 13890 – faulty drawing of trumpet corrected
- ever, whenever 14115 – faulty indicator placement corrected
- favourite 14158 – faulty spacing, and removal of after-fact dot from indicator
- feel 14199 – correction of character spacing
- floor_covering, linoleum 14203 – faulty vertical position of pointer corrected
- frustrated 14408, frustrated 14408, frustration 14410 – all three kerned
- goal 14450 – faulty vertical position of ‘ball’ corrected
- gym_mat 14657 – faulty vertical position of pointer corrected
- heterosexual 14709 – kerning done
- once 15919 – added missing description indicator, and kerning
- pants, jeans, slacks, trousers 15961 – pointer shifted to the right-hand side pointing to the left
- parakeet, budgie 15963 – kerning done
- purple, violet_(BCI) 16436 – faulty length of ‘sky’ corrected
- rhinoceros 16501 – faulty drawing of the ‘horn’ corrected
- rug, carpet, mat 16696 – faulty vertical position of pointer corrected
- ski_boot 16999 – faulty spacing corrected – gloss updated to ski_boot(s)
- slipper(s) 17013 – faulty position of pointer corrected
- snowstorm 17198 – updated to the correct ‘storm’ with much, much wind
- songbird, finch, thrush 17211 – kerning done
- underpants, briefs, panties 17971 – pointer shifted to the right-hand side pointing to the left
- wet, damp, moist 18226 – after fact dot removed from indicator
- wrist 18284 – pointer shifted to the right-hand side pointing to the left
- Allah 21035 – faulty letter font size corrected
- forgiven 21381 – after fact dot added to indicator
- go_by_car-(to) 21833 – horizontal indicator position corrected
- go_by_airplane-(to) 21834 – horizontal indicator position corrected
- go_by_horse-(to) 21835 – horizontal indicator position corrected
- rowing boat 22076 – faulty spacing between Bliss-characters corrected
- outdoor 22117 – added description indicator, and gloss update to outdoor, outdoors 22117
- polish-(to) 22389 and polisher 22390 – faulty vertical position of arrows corrected
- cookie jar, biscuit tin 22591 – faulty Bliss-character spacing (in ‘disk’) corrected
- Valhalla 22827 – removed plural indicator
- half_an_hour 23104 – exchange of faulty comma to a correct one, and correction of position
- protest, resist-(to) 23178 – kerning done
- protest, resistance 23179rice_pudding, rice_porridge 23636
- quarter_of_an_hour 23185 – exchange of faulty comma, and correction of position
- sentence, condemn-(to) 23202 – duplicated confess-(to) 21099
Symbol definition updated to: (say + other + guilty)

**stone_age** 23222 – kerning done

**export_(computer)-(to)** 23491 - symbol definition updated from: (out of + digital + act. Ind.) to: (out of + data_(digital_information) + act. Ind.)

**finger_spelling,finger_alphabet** 23506 – alphabet letter spacing corrected

**fingerspell-(to)** 23507 – alphabet letter spacing corrected

**import_(computer)-(to)** 23540 – symbol definition updated from: (into + digital + act. Ind.) to: (into + data_(digital_information) + act. Ind.)

**rice_pudding,rice_porridge** 23636 – kerning done

**shellfish** 23660 – vertical Bliss-character positions corrected

**drumstick** 23856 – faulty horizontal Bliss-character spacing corrected

**foam,mousse** 23875 – pointer shifted to the right-hand side pointing to the left

**lie-(to)** 23895 – faulty indicator position corrected

**organ,pipe_organ** 23911 – faulty symbol drawing corrected

**park-(to)** 23913 – symbol definition updated replacing 'car' with 'vehicle'

**tuba_(2)** 23974 – faulty symbol definition corrected to: (brass instrument + bass)

**woodwind_instrument** 23985 – symbol definition corrected from: (instrument + wood + wind) to: (wind_instrument + wood)

**electorate** 24093 – symbol corrected to: (group + choise), and gloss from: 'electorates'

230 **fundamental_law** 24123 – faulty order of Bliss-characters corrected

**parking_lot** 24206 – symbol definition updated replacing 'car' with 'vehicle'

**preceding,previous,former,earlier** 24218 – faulty distance between 1 and period corrected

**prime_minister** 24221 – faulty definition (chairman + country + first) corrected to (minister + first)

235 **spark** 24274 – faulty horizontal Bliss-character spacing corrected

**wrist_splint** 24340 – pointer shifted to the right-hand side pointing to the left

**care_manager,care_plan_manager** 24620 – kerning done

**push,pushing** 24825 – faulty verb indicator removed

240 **2012-04-21:**

**participation,involvement** 23919 – kerning correction

**solar_eclipse** 24755 – correction of faulty spacing

245 **2012-07-21:**

**overspend,buy_over_budget-(to)** 24707 and **blissymbol_part** 12858 were incorrectly drawn and have been changed as follows:

230 **2013-03-30:**

**lose_(fail_to_win)-(to)** 23897 (too short line in the minus character has been corrected)

136 + 10 + 68 gloss updates:

**indicator_(description_after_the_fact)** 8996 → **indicator_(description_after_fact)** 8996

**indicator_(description_before_the_fact)** 8997 → **indicator_(description_before_fact)** 8997

**action** 12334 → **action,act,deed** 12334

**activity,act,act,deed** 12335 → **activity,male_gender_(in_combinations)** 12335

**band,orchestra** 12624 → **band,orchestra_(OLD)** 12624
birth (ckb) 12843 → 
brace, calliper, splint 12890 → medical aid 12890

camper 13113 → camper, caravan, mobile home 13113

cast 13129 → cast (medical) 13129
cavity 13138 → cavity, caries 13138

cross 13613 → cross, Christianity (in combinations) 13613
date (heterosexual) 13635 → date (man woman) 13635
different, another, other 13675 → different, another, other, difference 13675
dislike, hate-(to) 13692 → dislike-(to) 13692

earmuffs 13897 → earmuffs (protection) 13897
earth (planet) 13900 → earth, globe, world 13900

family (group) 14146 → police force 14146 (NOTE: in connection to removed duplication)

fasten, attach, join, append-(to) 14154 → fasten, attach, join, append, connect-(to) 14154

few, little 14171 → few, little (OLD) 14171

fidelity, loyalty 14172 → fidelity, loyalty, solidarity 14172

Independence Day 14937 → Independence Day (Israel) 14937

interesting 14948 → interesting, interested 14948 (NOTE: suggested split!)

knowledge, class (with spec.) 15162 → knowledge, class (in combinations) 15162

length 15193 → length, longness 15193

make-believe, pretend 15411 → make-believe, pretend, imaginary 15411

measurement (1) 15443 → measurement, measure 15443 (sv: mått, mätning ?)
mistake, error 15479 → mistake, error, fault 15479

onion, vegetable (bulb) 15920 → bulb (plant) 15920 (See also: onion, vegetable (bulb) 18006)

other, other person, person (other) 15938 → other, other person 15938 → other, another (person) 15938

oval 15946 → oval, ellipse 15946

paper, card, document, page, written record 15962 → paper, card, page 15962
(Also see: document, written record 23479)

pay-(to) 15979 → pay, spend-(to) 15979

person (sitting) 16165 → seat, person (sitting) 16165 (Note: Removed duplicate: seat 22838)

radio 16453 → radio (1) 16453

river 16677 → river, stream, current 16677

same, equal 16713 → same, equal, equality 16713

see, look-(to) 16747 → see, look, watch-(to) 16747

self-abuse 16753 → self-destruction, self-abuse 16753 → self-harm 16753

sibling 16972 → sibling(s) 16972

ski boot 16999 → ski boot(s) 16999

spread 17238 → spread, paste 17238

spread-(to) 17239 → spread (cover with spread)-(to) 17239

strap, string, velcro 17276 → strap, string, velcro, rope 17276
structure 17445 → structure,construction 17445

swing 17485 → swing,swinging 17485 - Note: incorrect change – reversed 2012-04-21

switch,handle_(1) 17487 → handle 17487

bulb_(vegetable) 18006 → onion,vegetable_(bulb) 18006 (See: bulb_(plant) 159201)
white_(bci) 18242 → white 18242 (in connection to removal of duplicate; white_(ckb) 18243)

wings 18259 → wing(s) 18259

tennis_(sport) 20602 → tennis,racquet_sports 20602 (and removal of duplicate racquet_sports 21802)
supernatural 21036 → supernatural-(noun) 21036 (and proper descriptive supernatural 24945 added)
disperse,disseminate,scatter-(to) 21058 → disperse,disseminate,scatter,spread-(to) 21058

missal,prayer_book 21075 → missal,liturgical_book 21075
Holy_infant 21086 → Holy_Infant 21086
Holy_city 21088 → Holy_City 21088

unforgiven 21294 → unforgivable,inexcusable 21294

mysterious 21298 → mysterious,unknown 21298

scientist,academician 21559 → scientist,academic 21559
mathematician 21573 → mathematician_(academic) 21573

scooter,autoped 21811 → scooter 21811
scooter,prone_board 21813 → prone_board,scooter-board 21813

swimming 22053 → swimming_(sport) 22053
water_cycle 22088 → paddle_boat,pedal_boat,water_bike,pedalo 22088
balloon,basket 22107 → balloon_(hot_air) 22107

indoor 22116 → indoor_(character) 22116 (and indoor,indoors 24914 added)
outdoor 22117 → outdoor,outdoors 22117 (and description indicator added)

boiled_egg 22137 → egg_(boiled),boiled_egg 22137
fried_egg 22138 → egg_(fried),fried_egg 22138
omelette 22139 → omelette,omelet 22139

meat_(frozen) 22355 → meat_(frozen),frozen_meat 22355

lump 22362 → lump(s) 22362

spring_water 22631 → spring_(water) 22631

self-abusive 22916 → self-destructive,self-abusive 22916 → self-harming 22916

accusation_(legal),charge 23002 → accusation_(legal),charge,prosecution 23002
accuse_(legal),charge-(to) 23004 → accuse_(legal),charge,prosecute-(to) 23004

act_in_favour_of-(to) 23005 → act,demonstrate_(in_favour_of)-(to) 23005
action_in_favour_of 23007 → action,demonstration_(in_favour_of) 23007
defence 23056 → care,protection,defence 23056
defend-(to) 23059 → care,protect,defend-(to) 23059
defender 23063 → caregiver,protector,defender 23063

demonstrate_(against)-(to) 23065 → act,demonstrate_(against)-(to) 23065
demonstration_(against) 23066 → action,demonstration_(against) 23066
judgement,law_(as_classifier) 23127 → judgement,law_(in_combinations) 23127
legal_person_(with_spec.) 23140 → legal_person_(in_combinations) 23140
math_(class_or_subject) 23148 → math,mathematics_(class)_(1) 23148
religion_(study_of) 23190 → religion_(science_of),theology 23190
school_(with_spec.) 23198 → school_(in_combinations) 23198
cold_(be)-(to) 23444 → be_cold-(to) 23444
diced_meat,chunks_of_meat 23473 → meat_(diced),diced_meat,chunks_of_meat 23473
digital_memory 23475 → artificial_intelligence,AI,digital_intelligence 23475
file,data_file 23500 → file,data_file_(digital) 23500
minced_meat,ground_meat 23591 → meat_(minced),minced_meat,ground_meat 23591
pedagogue_(academician) 23606 → educationalist,educationist_(academic) 23606
pedagogy 23607 → education,didactics,pedagogy 23607
philosopher_(academician) 23613 → philosopher_(academic) 23613
play_(with_spec.) 23618 → play_(in_combinations) 23618
Pterodactyl 23625 → Pterosaur,Pterodactyl 23625
switch,handle_(2) 23670 → switch 23670
teacher,pedagogue,educator_(with_spec.) 23676 → teacher,pedagogue,educator_(in_combinations) 23676
toy_(as_classifier_or_specifier) 23689 → toy_(in_combinations) 23689
district,neighbourhood_(town) 23848 → district,city_district,neighbourhood_(town) 23848
easy 23861 → easy,easily 23861
musical_instrument_(as_classifier) 23904 → musical_instrument_(in_combinations) 23904
pitch_(musical) 23928 → key,tonality 23928
rap 23934 → rap_(music) 23934
another 24011 → other,another_(thing) 24011
electorate 24092 → voter,elector 24092
electorates 24093 → electorate 24093 (plus symbol update!)
few 24111 → few,little 24111
foundation,basis 24120 → foundation,base,fundament 24120
meat_(dried) 24187 → meat_(dried),dried_meat 24187
medical_treatment 24188 → medical_treatment,medical_care 24188
protected 24223 → protected,saved 24223
stop_(vehicle) 24290 → stop,platform_(vehicle) 24290
team_work 24305 → teamwork 24305
tie-(to) 24311 → tie,bind_together,lash-(to) 24311
train_station_(1) 24314 → train_station_(building) 24314
train_station_(2) 24315 → train_station_(platforms) 24315
alcoholism (1) 24405 → alcoholism, alcohol_addiction 24405
alcoholism (2) 24406 → alcohol_abuse, alcohol_addiction 24406
Ceres (planet) 24425 → Ceres (dwarf_planet) 24425
Eris (planet) 24440 → Eris (dwarf_planet) 24440
Pluto (planet) 24498 → Pluto (dwarf_planet) 24498
smoking_addiction (1) 24512 → smoking_addiction (2) 24512
smoking_addiction (2) 24513 → smoking_addiction (1) 24513
axis 24605 → Earth_axis 24605
digital_storage 24640 → digital_memory, digital_storage 24640
document (electronic) 24643 → document (electronic), digital_document 24643
potty 24717 → potty, chamber_pot, bedpan 24717
quality (measurement_of) 24721 → quality (measurement) 24721
quantity (measurement_of) 24722 → quantity (measurement) 24722
rent, lease, hire, charter-(to) 24732 → rent, lease, let-(to) 24732
rent, lease, let-(to) 24733 → rent, lease, hire, charter-(to) 24733
TV_programme, TV_show 24773 → TV_programme, TV_show, radio_programme 24773
measurement (2) 24806 → scale, measurement 24806

2012-04-21
agreed, in_agreement 24808 → agreed, in_agreement, harmonious 24808
city 13351 → town, city (small) 13351
diaphragm 13671 → diaphragm (contraceptive), pessary 13671 (diaphragm, midriff 25046 - Sthlm)
football, soccer 14380 → football, soccer (activity) 14380
swing, swinging 17485 → swing 17485 (incorrect change in June 2011 has been reversed)
whatthing-(question) 18231 → what (thing)-(question) 18231
soccer, football 20583 → football, soccer (sport) 20583
metropolis 23151 → city, metropolis 23151
adventure 24601 → adventure (OLD) 24601 (in connection to new adventure 25006 from Sthlm)
expose_oneself_indecently-(to) 24843 → expose_oneself_indecently-(to) 24843

2012-05-05:
mechanic 23587 → mechanic, technician 23587
coup 25034 → coup, hijack, takeover 25034
hijack-(to) 25081 → hijack, make_a_coup-(to) 25081
hijacker 25082 → hijacker, coup_maker 25082

2012-05-22/23:
purple, violet (BCI) 16436 → purple, violet (bci) 16436 and
purple, violet (CKB) 18014 → purple, violet (ckb) 18014 (i.e. an upper to lower case change)

2012-06-10:
man, male (with penis) 15417 → male_genitals (man with penis) 15417
need, person (needy) 15701 → need (needy_person) 15701
person (kneeling) 16162 → kneeling (kneeling_person) 16162
person (lying_down) 16163 → reclining, lying (person_lying_down) 16163
illness, disease, sickness, person (sick) 16164 → illness, disease, sickness (sick_person) 16164
seat,person_(sitting) 16165 → seat,sitting_(sitting_person) 16165
person_(standing) 16166 → standing_(standing_person) 16166
weakness,person_(weak) 16167 → weakness_(weak_person) 16167
self,oneself,person_(self),ego 16752 → self,oneself,ego_(person) 16752
stranger,unknown_person 24762 → stranger,unknown_(person) 24762

Gloss amendment for:
rotation,circulation,orbit 24249 → rotation,circulation,orbit,lap,circle,round 24249
overlay_keyboard 23601→ overlay_keyboard,membrane_keyboard 23601
touchpad 23688 → touchpad,trackpad 23688
ping-pong,table_tennis 16183 → table_tennis,ping-pong_(activity) 16183
table_tennis 20603 → table_tennis,ping-pong_(sport) 20603

2012-06-17:
take-off,airplane_take-off 17499 → takeoff,take-off,airplane_take-off 17499

2012-07-04:
different,another,other,difference 13675 → different,other,difference 13675
necessary,necessarily 15698 → necessary,necessarily,needed 15698
strap,string,velcro,rope 17276 → strap,string,velcro,rope,cord 17276
ruin 23641 → ruin,wreck,wreckage_(building) 23641
bump 24422 → bump,press,pressing 24422
bump-(to) 24423 → bump,press-(to) 24423
Since the first Oslo release the following 2 English gloss changes have been made:
fiancé 25296 → fiance,groom-to-be 25296
fiancée 25297 → fiancee,bride-to-be 25297

2012-08-25:
Finnish_class 25299 → Finnish_(class) 25299
fire_place 25302 → fire_place,campfire_site 25302
out_of,exit_(forward),exit 15943 → out_of,exit_(forward) 15943

2012-09-22/23/25 to 2012-12-20:
fiancé 25296 → fiance,groom-to-be 25296
fiancée 25297 → fiancee,bride-to-be 25297
Arabic 25260 → Arabic_(language) 25260 (in consequence with other languages)
chiropodist 21596 → podiatrist,chiropodist 21596 (as chiropodist is less widely used today)
army 12579 → military,armed_forces,armed_services 12579
(Rationale: There was a lack of the basic concept for military,armed_forces, and an inconsistency in
building navy 15696 and airforce,air_force 25250 on the concept of “army”. So the general bliss-
word for military has been re-assigned to mean just that – military,armed_forces,armed_services –
and the new bliss-word (military + ground) has been added to cover the concept of
army,regular_army,ground_forces 24967 - in harmony with navy and airforce.)
2013-03-30:
bowel,intestine → bowel,intestine (OLD)

evening_of_Sabbath,Sabbath_eve → evening_before_holiday,evening_of_Sabbath
police_force → police_force,police
let_us → let_us,let's
lie_down-(to) → lie_down,lie-(to)

Monday → Monday (OLD)
Tuesday → Tuesday (OLD)
Wednesday → Wednesday (OLD)
Thursday → Thursday (OLD)
Friday → Friday (OLD)
Saturday → Saturday (OLD)
Sunday → Sunday (OLD)

Note: The above changes in the gloss of the previous Bliss-words for weekdays are an effect of the new weekday Bliss-words added in Pittsburgh, allowing three alternative naming schemes according to local culture, but all related (via a second number index) to the common ISO 8601 weekday numbering convention with Monday as day 1 of the week.

not,negative,no → not,negative,no,don't,doesn't
opposite_meaning,opposite_of → opposite_meaning,opposite_of,opposite
person,human_being,individual → person,human_being,individual,human
stomach → stomach,abdomen,belly
trunk → trunk,tree_trunk,bole
host → Host,wafer_(in_religious_ceremony)
vegetables → vegetable(s)
organ_(body) → organ_(body) (OLD)

mind-altering_drug → drug,mind-altering_drug
boot,trunk,roof_box → boot,trunk,roof_box,luggage_compartment
alcohol,etanol → alcohol,ethanol (spelling correction)